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Abstract
Internal conflicts which frequently occur in some parts of Indonesia such as
Aceh, Maluku, Poso and Papua have caused many casualties and losses. If it
continues, this situation will threaten the regional security. This article explains
the impact of the humanitarian problems as a result of internal conflicts in
Indonesia by analysing the national security concept. By using secondary
data obtained from literature review and observations in conflict areas, this
study depicts that the internal conflicts that occur has led to insecurity of
society, which could threaten for nation’s stability. The study concludes that
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the government’s inability to guarantee the security of the entire country could
threaten national security.
Keywords: Internal Conflicts, National Security, Security Threat
Introduction
As an archipelagic state, the Republic of Indonesia consists thousands of
small and large islands with resources scattered throughout the country. The
population exceeds 200 million and is very diverse both in terms of ethnicity,
religion, language, custom and race. With such a society, on the one hand,
it can be considered as an asset, but on the other hand it has the potential to
disintegrate. After the resignation of President Soeharto in 1998, the internal
conflicts are increasingly widespread in Indonesia. Vertical conflicts between
local and central government – and horizontal conflicts – conflicts between
different ethnic – group that occur in some areas in Indonesia arise in various
forms, such as protests, statements, discourses, frontally attacking each other,
giving rise to demands for independence or separatism. This kind of social
conflicts is very vulnerable considering the country that consists of thousands
of islands and the size diverse primordial identities.
Humanitarian impact is a term used in discourse related to the consequences
of natural disasters or weapons of mass destruction, i.e nuclear weapon to
human life. United Nations Office of the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs (2009) used this term in climate change discussion. In terms of the
weapon mass of destruction, Europe Integration Foreign Affairs, Federal
Ministry Republic of Austria (2014) is organizing a Vienna Conference
on the Humanitarian Impact of Nuclear Weapons on 8-9 December 2014.
Meanwhile, the concept of national security is related to measures taken by
national leaders in protecting national interest and power. National interest
and power need to be safeguarded in order to ensure that citizens are able to
receive their basic needs, rights, justice and order. After the Cold War era,
the concept of security is more multi-faceted and complex. National security
also encompasses regional security, societal security, human security as well
as environmental security [1][2].
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The following section discusses the impact of humanitarian problems
that arise due to a number of conflicts that occur in some areas in Indonesia,
especially in Ambon (Maluku), Poso (Central Sulawesi), Aceh and Papua.
The impact of humanitarian problems is analyzed in the context of national
security threats. The case in Ambon and Poso is an example of horizontal
conflict. This communal conflict has escalated into a major conflict that could
threaten national security. While the conflicts in Aceh and Papua is a vertical
conflict that actually is a threat to the stability of Indonesia’s national security
[3][4].
Humanitarian Impact of Internal Conflicts in Indonesia
The conflict in Maluku that occurred between 1999 until 2002 originated
from a dispute between two young men, and later evolved into communal
riots. Then, this conflict became a religious issue between the Islamic and
Christian groups. Then, the unrest also extends to the issue of anti-Buton Bugis
Makassar (BBM) and began to spread throughout the Moluccas such as Aru,
Kei, North Maluku, Corella, Buru and even spread as far away as the island
of Lombok [5]. Communal conflict in Poso was also preceded by unrest in
the community. Ethnic and religious diversity has become a sensitive issue.
The conflict raged when there is emerging distrust of the security forces,
especially the police. Although communal conflicts has been declared over,
but the security situation in former conflict areas are still not fully stable. So
there are frequent acts of violence to provoke a riot that still happen.
On the other hand, vertical conflicts in Aceh and Papua is caused by local
dissatisfaction with the central government. The rebellion in Aceh was first
stated by Muhammad Hasan di Tiro, who declared independence of Aceh on
December 4, 1976. In 1989 the Free Aceh Movement (GAM) did the rebellion,
then the government responded by declaring Aceh Military Operation Area
(DOM) [6]. After several negotiations, Aceh finally reached a peace agreement.
However, peace that has been envisioned by all parties was often disturbed
by the occurrence of several security problems. The vertical conflict that is
still ongoing is in Papua. Armed insurgency as increasingly apparent as the
Free Papua Movement (OPM) was officially established in 1964. Then, on 4
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April 1965 the State of Papua declared in Manokwari, and began an armed
revolt led by John Ariks and continued by Mandatjan & Awon brothers [7].
Until today, the armed contacts with the security forces are still on-going. The
internal conflict in Indonesia has caused a lot of casualties, both property and
lives. In general, the civilian population is the most severely affected by the
conflict. Many had died and suffered injuries, and they were even forced to
be displaced because of the increasing escalation of conflict.
i. Deaths and Injuries
Although there are no valid data on the number of victims of the conflicts
in some areas, but the number of deaths and injuries is quite alarming. Wilson
(2005) [8] examines the domestic conflict in Indonesia stated that 75% of the
deaths were caused by collective violence, in which 18% of them are victims
of the conflict in Maluku. Regarding the number of victims of the conflict
in Maluku itself, there are some differences in the data. Based on the police
chief reports to the House of Representatives (DPR) June 3, 2002, the death
from the Maluku conflict of 1999-2002 amounted to 1,842 people [9]. But, the
ICG noted that the death toll in Maluku was more than 3,500 people. While
Alhadar (2000) and Dodd (2000) found approximately 40% of victims, or
about 4,000 people died in North Maluku; 40% in Central Maluku (Seram,
Ambon and Lease Islands); and 20% died in Southeast Maluku especially in
Banda, Aru and Kei Island [10][11].
The number of the people who died in Poso has reached thousands. An
estimated 960 people were killed and about 2,000 were declared missing and
hundreds of others suffer lifelong disability [12]. The victims continue to
grow although the conflict in Poso is over and stability has been maintained.
Based on the KONTRAS record, between October 2006 and January 2007 as
many as 79 people died by gunshot wounds, and 207 people were injured by
firearms. They became victims of security forces or due to misuse of firearms
by civilians [13]. Conflict in Aceh has also killed thousands of people. Just
within one year after the implementation of martial law, the military claimed
they have killed 2,000 members of GAM [14].
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An estimated 10,000 people have died since the rebellion in Aceh in 1980
[15]. Victims continue to grow despite the martial law being lifted in August
1998. Until the end of 1999 an estimated 447 people were killed and 144
others missing [16]. A year after the memorandum of peaceful understanding,
14 people were killed [13]. While in Papua, several policemen and civilians
were killed as victims in armed attacks that often occur. During the conduct
of military operations in Papua, in the era of the New Order regime, at least
100 thousand indigenous people were killed. Target killings were not only
against OPM leaders, but, also against Papuans that were regarded as OPM
strongholds. Until now, the case of shootings of security forces and civilians
are still common. Attacks are carried out by armed groups using the most
modern weapons [3].
ii. Violence in the Community
Besides killing and injuring civilians and security forces, conflicts that
raged also has fuelled violence in the society. The forms of violence that often
occur are vandalism, burning and blasting the buildings both of civil residents
and public buildings. Violence is the citizen’s way to express their feelings.
In Poso for example, according to Poso Center between the years 2005-2006
occurred 60 cases of violence occurred in the city of Palu (Suara Pembaruan,
January 2, 2007). Some 16.474 homes were damaged throughout the conflict
[17]. The conflict has also destroyed the houses of worship, government
offices, stores and shopping centers. In Central Sulawesi, until December
2001 60 schools have also been destroyed by the conflict [15].
In Maluku, the destruction of opposed group’s homes being the main
target for communal conflict took place. Malukus conflict has destroyed
41,000 homes, 23,300 of which are homes in North Maluku [18]. School
buildings were also targets of conflict cruelty. For example, 5 Tadika, 100
elementary schools, and 34 junior high schools were destroyed throughout
the conflict occurs [20]. Campus of UKIM (Indonesian Christian University
in the Moluccas), Unpatti (Pattimura University) and Polytechnic of Unpatti
have also been destroyed by the supporters of the Muslim group, Laskar
Jihad. Meanwhile Antara, May 17 2000 reported that in Aceh, in January
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2004 more than 70,000 students could not attend their schools because the
school buildings were damaged. The most affected areas due to the impact
of the conflict are the villages in Pidie and Bireun. After a memorandum of
understanding peace has signed, criminal cases in Aceh increased dramatically
until 372%. Police recorded the total robbery cases reached 49.
In Papua, armed violence between the military forces with OPM raises fear
and insecurity in society. Rebel group violence has always dealt with firmly
rebel groups by security forces, causing unrest that plague the society. For
example, over the past four years, at least 74 people have died in the village of
Baad alone - one of more than 160 across Merauke- due to infighting between
communities created by disagreements over the sale of land to agribusinesses,
and police brutality, according to Leonardus Maklew, a Baad resident who has
been representing nine Malind villages in negotiations to defend their land
from an Indonesian sugar cane plantation since 2010 [21].
iii. Domestic Refugees
Internal conflicts in Indonesia also have forced people living in conflict
areas to become refugees. Most residents who were forced to flee out of
the conflict areas are migrants who are not native to that area. In Maluku
for example, due to the issue of anti-BBM, many native residents left the
Moluccas. Approximately 860 thousand inhabitants have left the Moluccas,
where 280 thousand people live in refugee camps in the South Moluccas
and about 78 thousand people living in North Maluku [22]. North Sulawesi,
the main purpose of refugees who are Christians, while Muslims who were
mostly migrants Bugis from Makassar, trying to return to their homeland to
the South and Southeast Sulawesi. Antara, May 17 2000 reported that there are
at least 107 thousand Butanese and about 22% are refugees. Upon the arrival
of Laskar Jihad, a wave of Christian refugees is increasingly widespread.
Meanwhile, Kompas, July 31, 2000 reported that there are between 1800030000 refugees who have returned to their country of origin namely West
Papua, and approximately 4,000 to Nusa Tenggara Timur. Until the final
quarter of 2005 as many as 15 788 people have become IDPs (internally
displaced persons / IDPs) where 14,438 are still in the Moluccas and 1,350
were outside the Moluccas [9].
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Similarly in Papua, the presence of migrants from outside the island
through transmigration program has led to the existence of economic jealousy
because most of the newcomers have a better economic situation. In addition,
they are also more hard working. In conflict situations, migrants are often
targets of attack Papua’s militants. But many indigenous people were also
forced to become refugees. Due to security operations carried out by military
/ police to search for the unrest, many residents out of fear chose to run and
live in the forests or other safer areas. Even referring to Crescent International,
there are about a thousand refugees from Papua who are in Papua New Guinea
and asked to go back to Papua. Moreover, Poso conflict refugees are still very
reluctant to return to Poso because they lack of trust of the government, until
now there are around 2,000 refugees still living outside the town of Poso. They
are found in North Sulawesi, South Sulawesi, and partly in Java. Currently
33,000 refugees are already in Poso but not back to where they came from [23].
They fled to areas where most of the people are of the same religion. Muslim
population chose to flee to Dongala, Palu, Gorontalo (North Sulawesi) and
South Sulawesi. While, the Christian population fled to Tentena, North Lore,
Tanah Toraja (South Sulawesi), Manado and Minahasa (North Sulawesi).
The refugee division has led religious sentiment to grow even stronger. That
impression will widespread the conflict [24].
The number of Aceh transmigrants who fled to other areas when the
conflict occur reached 21 270 households, or over half of transmigrants in
Aceh. They were afraid that miseries of conflicts could occur again and again
at any time in the future. Their fear is quite reasonable since Aceh has a long
conflict history [25]. Although not all immigrants are getting the help they
need, but at least there were hopes for residents of Aceh after the MOU of
peace was signed. Acehnese who fled from battle field now feel safe to go back
to other regions in Indonesia, Malaysia, Europe and the United States [26].
The occurrence of internal conflicts that led to a humanitarian crisis shows that
there is an entity that threatened them. Indonesia’s national security concept
used in this study refers to the notion that the state’s ability to protect against
all types of threats both from abroad and domestic, and for the welfare of all
existing entities. Therefore, national security includes the individual security,
public safety and homeland security. The ability of a country to control and
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keep peace in the region will ensure national security. Indonesia’s national
security is also formulated to pursue core values that is “to protect the people
of Indonesia and the country of Indonesia” as stated in the preamble of the
Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia.
Humanitarian impact of conflict such as the number of civilians injured
or died showed that their security is threatened. The security of individuals
and communities is threatened when they are unable to perform their daily
activities safely during conflicts. Residents cannot earn a living for the sake
of their survival, children can’t attend school because their school buildings
were destroyed, they can’t worship in peace, even many of them were forced
to leave their homes and become refugees. This situation also proves that
people who lived in conflict areas are not prosperous. Disturbance and security
threat as well as the lack of public amenities can eventually destabilize the
national security.
Conclusion
Based on the discussion above, this paper concludes that a government’s
inability to maintain the security of the entire entity will ultimately threatens
the national security. The civil society’s distrust of the security guarantee
makes some of them seek their own security. This shows that the government
is not able to guarantee their safety. The feeling that they are all victims of
conflict can provoke resentment and if there is a chance they will be avenged
by the violence as well. Internal conflicts will continue. This means that the
national security threat will continue if the problem is not resolved.
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